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28  The Living Heart of Polytheism. Silence Maestas offers a personal reflection on what makes polytheism a satisfying spiritual path.


41  Rethinking Individuality: Wicca, Polytheism, and the Biology of Emergence. Can Wiccans be polytheists? Gus diZerega argues that notions of absolute agency are inherited from monotheism.

people, place & practice

32  The Druids Return to Anglesey. Gail Nyoka interviews Kristoffer Hughes, head of the Anglesey Druid Order.

45  That Which is Remembered, Lives: Establishing a Cultus of Extinct Animals. After a traumatic brain injury, Virginia Carper was called to serve an unusual set of spirits: those of extinct animals.

50  Heathen English. Using foreign names creates a gulf between how our ancestors viewed their gods and how we see them, argues Ash Grimsbury, who proposes using everyday English in Heathen discussions.
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